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MUSIC review

MUSIC review

Ocean Colour Scene
Electric Ballroom, London NW1

Tanita Tikaram
City Varieties, Leeds
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IT’S hard to believe that it’s over two decades
since Birmingham’s favourite indie rockers Ocean
Colour Scene released their first album and almost
the same time since the critically acclaimed second album Moseley Shoals shoved them into the
Britpop limelight.
They’ve released a number of albums since
their heyday and they’re back to showcase songs
from their new album Painting. What better place
to do so than this cornerstone of north London’s
music scene.
Their set opens with several tracks from the
new album and unfortunately they’re uninspiring.
Country-rock-style Goodbye Old Town and almostreggae Doodle Book fail to rouse the crowd.
And, after half an hour, it begins to sound
almost dull with punters seeming bemused and
restless. That’s a shame as the sea of lumber
shirts, mod hairstyles and baggy jeans evidence
that there’s a large number of their loyal fans out
for pure nostalgia.
But thankfully OCS manage to rescue the
evening and win over the audience by pulling out
the popular anthems, which undoubtedly is what
the majority of the audience are along to hear.

IT’S hard being a teenage pop star but Tanita
Tikaram has weathered the process better than
most. Famous at 19 with the international hit single Good Tradition, she’s since gone on to release
seven albums.
She may have shed many of her fans over the
years — this rescheduled date is less than half
full — but she does finally seem to have grown
into her voice.
Opening with her breakthrough track, her
husky, port-soaked alto now sits comfortably with
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Brum favourites back on the scene Tikaram keeps faith with fans

Erupting into the classic The Riverboat Song
— classic, even if many of us would actually associate it with Chris Evans and TFI Fridays — gets
the crowd swaying, beer throwing and arms waving, while The Day We Caught the Train and
Hundred Mile High City sound just as fresh as
they did over 15 years ago.
A great evening if you’re a die-hard fan. And
there was a nice bar on the balcony near the
smoking area for the non-converted.

INDIANNA PURCELL

Women
making
marks

lyrics that were arguably old before their years.
In acknowledgement of this the arrangements
have been gently reworked for her three-piece
backing band, with Martin Winning’s saxophone
lending it some Celtic soul.
If Tikaram resents being best known for material written 25 years ago then she has the grace
to acknowledge that this is what most of the audience wants to hear and she remains a genial host
throughout, introducing each track with a preamble. They invariably centre on the vagaries of
love — there’s Valentine Heart, the track she
wrote before she’d been in love, One Kiss, a duet
with her guitarist about long-term relationships,
and a cover of John Paul Young’s Love Is In The
Air. “We do a ropy version of it,” she admits modestly but truthfully of the set closer.
These new tracks and updated old favourites
demonstrate how much her songwriting has
matured and, if she was initially known for her
love of Leonard Cohen, her recent material has
more in common with Laura Nyro’s coffee table
jazz on Make The Day and Americana on Can’t
Go Back. On All Things To You there are even
hints at boogie-woogie.
It’s all undeniably unchallenging and comfortable listening but, as the strains of My Love evoke
Paris-lite jazz cafes, there seem worse places to
visit for an hour.

Susan Darlington

EXHIBITION PREVIEW
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HE Printmakers Council
exists to promote new
developments in printmaking and the Photographics
exhibition it’s supporting
at the Great Western Studios in west London focuses on prints
made using photographic imagery.
The show, which runs next week,
combines new developments and
ideas expressed through combining
photography with print as well as
examples of traditional skills.
The subject matter, given the 26
exhibitors participating, is unsurprisingly diverse.
Most of the prints are by women
and among them is Anne Desmet,
whose recent work charted the
changing landscape of London’s
Olympic site, a subject typical of her
exploration of the multilayered
nature of cities where the old coexists with the 21st-century.
Through detailed wood engravings
and linocuts of architectural subjects, she aims to create a sense of
the interweaving and passage of
years of history, a recurring theme
in her work.
In relief prints and two and threedimensional collages she aims to
steer architectural motifs in unexpected directions, allowing a build-

ALTERED REALITY: British Museum
Series No 3 by Anne Desmet (left)
and (above) Nighttime 2013 by
Nicola Styan

A photography-based printmaking
show opening next week has
a notable female presence
ALTERED REALITY: Last
Journey by Daniela Rizzi
(right), Snapshot by
Felicity Weaver (below)
and Lost From Sight by
Anne Gournay (left)

ing to take on a life and invented
identity of its own.
Nicola Styan’s work too includes
recognisable London icons in screen
prints combining photographic
imagery with abstracted elements,
which result in graphically dynamic
pieces. Bridges are often present in
her work to mark the development
of the capital’s historical locations.
Daniela Rizzi is another artist
engaging with the urban environment and her prints are photographic
snippets from which she makes photo
etchings,
linocuts,
digitally
enhanced photographs and silkscreens.
Strong colours and the formal and
informal aspects of image making
and personal concerns define her art.
Felicity Weaver too draws on photographs as a starting point which
is then interpreted in an abstract
style.
Through her solitary landscapes
and close-up portraits, Anne Gournay explores themes of intimacy,
loneliness and the transience of life.
She aims to recreate the atmospheric images associated with charcoal drawing and photography which
express the isolation of living in
large megalopolises and the solitude
of modern existence in an age saturated with means of communication.
That range of techniques and the
diversity of the subject matter gives
an indication of the variety of work
in a show which lives up to its brief.
It’s one that the specialist and the
general public ought to enjoy.
n Photographics runs from March
22-26 at Great Western Studios, 65
Alfred Road, London W2. Free,
details: www.greatwesternstudios.
com

